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C-M Euphoric Over 92% 
Bar Passage Score 
By Evelyn L. Moya 
Staff Editor 
Cleveland-Marshall graduates hurdled the July 1996 Ohio Bar 
Exam with aplomb. The exam which required the new and higher 
requisite score of 385 points showed C-M in impressive colors . The 
report from Interim Dean Steinglass' office showed that the 92% score 
was only 1 % less than the 93% pass rate of the State's leaders, namely: 
Ohio State University, University of Cincinnati and Capital Univer-
sity. If one more C-M student passed, C-M's record would be the 
highest. 
The first-time pass rate for Case Western Reserve University was 
89%. With repeaters included, the C-M pass rate was 87.4%, which is 
identical to the state-wide pass rate. 
The performance of the C-M repeaters was likewise significantly 
better than the performance of repeaters from other Ohio law schools. 
Of the 19 repeaters from Cleveland-Marshall, eight passed, at a pas-
sage rate of 42%. The pass rate for repeaters from other Ohio law 
schools was 26%. 
Th bar admission ceremonies w re held November 12, 1996 at the 
Ohio Theatre in Columbus and a reception hosted by the Ohio State 
Bar Association followed. The reception for Cleveland-Marshall was 
continued on page 11 
Regarding The Parking Issue 
By Michele Berencsi, 
SBA Presideiit 
On behalf of the SBA, I would like 
to respond to the article in the last 
issue of The Gavel regarding the 
parking rates. At the begining of 
the semester, a student brought it 
to my attention that law students 
were being charged a higher park-
ing rate than the res t of the students 
at CSU. This was not apparent 
because we are charged per semes-
ter whereas the rest of the univer-
sity is charged per quarter. We cal-
culated that we were being charged 
$1 more per week. 
Anthony Parker, the Treasurer of 
the SBA, contacted John Oden, 
Manager of the CSU Parking Op-
erations, to file a complaint. Oden 
explained that the Parking Commit-
tee based the rates on a usage basis 
rather than a weekly privilege ba-
sis as we had calculated. The Com-
mittee took a sample of how 
Inside: 
Ohio Supreme Court 
Justice Evelyn L. Stratton 
See page 4 
often students of the various col-
leges used the parking lot and de-
tennined that law students used the 
lots more often than the rest of the 
students. Therefore, they felt that 
it was only fair to charge the law 
students more for their pre-pay 
passes. We disagreed with their 
rationale and took the issue a step 
furt her to Oden's boss Kent 
Dohrman, the Director of 
Auxillary Services. 
Anthony Parker, Abby Gardner, 
and I met with Dorhman and Oden 
to resolve this dispute. We pre-
sented our calculations and ex-
pressed our dis~ontent with them 
for burdening the law students 
with higher parking rates. They 
were very receptive to our con-
cerns and were actually unaware 
of the injustice done by them. 
continued on page 10 
Inside: 
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor, _ 
Stephanie Tubbs-Jones 
See page 8 
All-American Track 
Team Scholar Is 
New Assistant Dean 
For Student Affairs 
By Evelyn L. Moya 
Staff Editor 
Errol Ashby, a 1994 Cleve-
land-Marshall graduate was re-
cently named Assistant Dean for 
Student Affairs and Director of 
Minority Recruitment. Mr. Ashby 
was chosen by the Selection Com-
mittee for his outstanding record 
and experience with student coun-
seling. Mr. Ashby has both an un-
dergraduate degree and a Master's 
Degree in Business Administration 
in Marketing from Cleveland State 
University. He was an Academic 
All-American Track Team scholar. 
After obtaining his JD from Cleve-
land-Marshall, he worked in Labor 
Rel, ·ons at he R a id Transit Au-
thority (RTA), did private practice 
law and later worked as a graduate 
assistant at the Graduate School of 
CSU. 
Speaking in his charmi ng · 
Trinidad accent, Ashby enumerated 
his plans. He would like to encour-
age students to seek support while 
in law school, not just academically, 
but socially as well. He would like 
to see a diminished tendency to-
wards the fonnation of "cliques". 
He sees his new position as a liai-
son between faculty and students . . 
Ashby recognizes that there 
might be an "image" problem in 
belonging to an urban law school. 
Positive thinking and healthy self-
promotion are what he would like 
to encourage among C-M·students. 
He asserts that there have been nu-
merous distinguished C-M alumni 
and alumnae which few of us ac-
knowledge. He believes that Cleve-
land State University, to be true to 
its mission; must address, with 
uurgency, the delicate issue of. 
funding and the statu's of minority 
students. 
Ashby replaces Melody Stewart 
who left the position in August. 
Inside: 
Cuyahoga County Court of 
Common Pleas Presiding Judge, 
James J. Sweeney. 





By Jihad Smaili 
Staff Editor 
For the second time this semes-
ter, the instructors of the Legal 
Writing Department have been 
the victims of one or more bur-
glars with a fine taste fo r collect-
able pieces of art, such as Brian 
Glassman's blown glass vases, 
Beverly Pyle's artful turtle collec-
tion, and Sandra Kerber's Cleve-
land Indian's 1935 World Series 
tickets. 
After the first such break-in, 
the CSU administration took no 
. steps to change the locks or take 
preventive measures to allay the 
concerns of the Legal Writing 
Department's instructors. 
Of course, burglaries are not 
shocking evei:its at C-M; remem-
ber the T.V. set that was newly 
installed and stolen soon there-
after last Christmas? 
Today, the potential for more 
burglaries has significantly in-
creased with the theft of the Law 
School building master keys, giv-
ing the theives access to almost 
every locked door. According to 
"The Watcher" incident report, 
the keys were "kept in an unse-
cured area in an unsecured desk. " 
There is no question that the theft 
of those keys is directly related 
to the current thefts . 
An unidentified Staff member 
reported that someone accessed 
the member's computer, altered 
its clock, and of course, stole a 
bottle of wine after leaving some 
garbage behind; again, no signs 
of a forced entry. 
The following items were also 
stolen from seperate offices with 
no signs of forced entry: a desk-
continued on page 11 
Inside: 
Candidates Announced 
for C-M Law School Dean. 
See page 10. 
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ALUMNI ADVICE Lett~rs To The Editor 
"OBSERVATION IS ONE OF THE 
SUREST WAYS TO LEARN ... " 
The Honorable James J. Sweeney 
Editor's Note: 
We are very pleased to have 
Judge Sweeney inaugurate this col-
umn. The Honorable James J. 
Sweeney, Presiding Judge of the 
Cuyahoga County Court of Com-
mon Pleas, is a 1973 graduate of 
Cleveland-Marshall College of Law. 
His accomplishments in the legal 
"public service" profession are quite 
extensive. He began his career in the 
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor's of-
fice before moving on to the Attor-
ney General's office where he served 
as aii Assistant Attorney General. In 
1981, his election to the Common 
Pleas Court began his tenure on the 
· bench which has included his cur-
rent position as Administrative 
Judge, Common Pleas Court - Gen-
eral Division and Presiding Judge -
Common· Pleas Court. Judge 
Sweeney has ' also served on the 
Board of Commissioners on Griev-
ances and Dicipline of the Judiciary, 
and as President of the National 
Conference ofMetropolitian Courts. 
He and his wife, Gloria, along with 
their six children, reside in Lake-
wood. • 
The Gavel and its staff, 
would like to thank Judge Sweeney 
for his time and contribution to this 
newly featured column, and also for 
the genuine interest he shows. in this 
law school and its students. 
This column will continue 
to feature prominent alumni of the 
law' school. Any suggestions for 
choosing particular indiviouals is 
welcomed. ·· 
•"-' "\. 
By: Judge James J. Sweeney, 
Presiding Judge of the Cuyahoga 
County Court of Common Pleas 
The people I met in law 
school were divided into two 
groups: the three or four percent 
who had wanted to be lawyers 
since they were twelve and the oth-
ers who went to law school be-
cause it delayed any serious con-
sideration of what to do with the 
rest of their lives . I was in the 
majority. 
When I left law school I 
had a better idea of what lawyers 
did than wlien I entered. But I still 
had no real knowledge of any of 
the small details thatcreate the re-
ality of a lawyer's professional life. 
I had been in a courtroom once --
for a traffic ticket. 
My first job after I passed 
the bar was with the County 
Prosecutor's Office. A couple of 
months, after I was hired, I saw my 
first comple_te jury trial. . I _sat. ~ec­
ond chair and assisted , actually 
observed, a veteran, career pros-
ecutor in the presentatio.n of a very 
difficult case, the attempted mur-
der of a police officer. The second 
case I saw was my first trial which 
I tried alone. 
The prosecutor I worked 
with, I'll call him Henry, was an 
excellent trial la~yer. He was high 
strung, intense, and, not quiet, but 
silent. He answered any que~tion 
I asked but made it clear that in 
the great scheme oflhfogs, a com-
pleted. crossword puzzle was cer-
tainly mor~ important than my en-
li'ghtenment. · It took me a few 
years to realize he was probably 
Dear Editors of The Gavel: 
I recently read the October 
- issue of The Gavel and was dis-
turbed by two articles. First, the 
front-page article "Discriminatory 
Parking Fees Frustrate Students" 
contained an inaccuracy about the 
Student Bar Association (SBA). 
Reference was made to the SBA 
having reviewed and endorsed the 
increased parking changes. This 
statement is not true. The SBA was 
investigating the claim of unfair 
rates being charged to students at 
the law school, but the SBA did 
-~OT endorse the parking change~. 
I would strongly encourage . The 
G~veito speak with the leadership 
of the SBA before making any rep-
resentations to the student body. 
The second article that dis-
turbed me was "Student Defaults 
Leave Fund Dry" with regard to the 
"Judge David C. Meek Assistance 
Fund." It angers me to think that law 
students of the past have borrowed 
monies and not repaid the monies 
for future student needs. I find it · 
shameful that people preparing for 
the practice of law, a vocation with 
a respectable code of professional 
ethics and standards, do not repay 
their obligations. In addition, I am 
disappointed that the administrators 
of the fund did not oversee the. 
money to ensure the repayment. 
Why wasn't repayment of the loans 
a contingency for graduation from 
Cleveland-Marshall? I recommend 
that the list of defaulters be posted 
on the wall of the law school for the 
public to see. I recommend that the 
administrators of the fund file Code 
of Ethics complaints with the Ohio 
Supreme Court for the repayment 
right. 
Henry wasted little time in 
trial. Jury selection, opening state-
ments and the presentation of the 
state's case were done-quickly and 
succinctly. He brought a kind of 
nervous energy to his cross-exami-
nation and final argument, 1which 
made him interesting to watch. 
My major assignment was 
to take the verdict. Henry hated 
taking a verdict. He claimed that 
once the judge had charged a jury, , 
he considered the case over, What 
do I do? I asked. 
Nothing, he said. If the 
judge asks if you want the jury 
polled, say no. Just write the ver-
dict in the file and date it. The judge 
will do everything else. 
A few days later, Henry 
handed me a file and told me the 
judge insisted that we begin this 
case that afternoon. · 
Don't worry, he said. It 
looks like a simple case. You pick 
the jury and I'll contact the wit-
nesses for you. 
Pick the jury, I said. 
Yeah, you know, voir dire. 
Henfy, I don ' t know how 
to pick a jury. What should I a$k 
of the monies. This is the kind of 
behavior that gives the legal profes-
sion a bad name. 
Thank you for the oppor-
tunity to bring these items to your 
attention. I enjoy reading The Gavel 
and look forward to each issue. The 
"Upcoming Calendar of Events" and 
the "Alumni Advice" columns are 
greatideas and of practical value to 
all readers. 
Sincerely, 
W. Spencer Kline 
(2nd Year, Evening Student) 
Editors Note: 
The information concerning the 
SBA's endorsment of the new 
parking procedures that the au-
thor referred to in the "Dis-
criminaio'ry Parking" article, 
while controverted, were con-
tained in the the parking depart-
ments publication The Parking 
Spot. The Gavel welcomes stu-
dents, staff, faculty and admin-
istrators , to contribute to this 
publication. The Gavel reserves 
. I 
the right to make all final ed_ito-
rial decisions. The opinion ex-
pressed by the contributors do 
not necessarily reflect the views 
of the school or the Editors of 
The Gavel. The Gavel is not 
responsible for article content 
including factual _matters . We 
welcome and appreciate differ-
ing points of view, and encour-
age all individuals to voice their 
opinions: 
them? 
Oh, it's easy. Just keep ask-
ing them if they can be fair and im-
partial. 
I did . The jury was 
empaneled. The witnesses ap-
peared and testified, a verdict was 
rendered, and justice, or.some sem-
blance of it, was done. 
Trial work is probably a 
small percentage of what the typi-
cal lawyer does. But the courtroom 
is where legal disputes are ulti-
mately settled . . I would urge any-
one who plans to actually practice 
law to visit the Justice Center as 
often as their schedule permits . On 
a typical day, there are about six-
teen (16) jury trials in progress . 
The courtrooms are public and ex-
cept in the iriost unusual circum-
stances, one can come or go as they 
wish. 
One of the surest ways to 
learn is to watch and ask questions. 
Most lawyers are happy to talk 
about their work and interested, 
even anxious, to share their expe-
riences. And if you have any real 
simple questions ,'come up and see 
me. l '. ll be happy 'to talk to you 
when I finish my crossword puzzle. 
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L _ al Careers Opportunities 
Program 
- Look~ng Back And Aiming Forward 
By Evelyn Moya 
Staff Editor 
A Centennial is a classic event 
reminiscent of the British Empire's 
pompous Jubilee of plump and for-
midable Queen Victoria (to com-
memorate her 7 5 years ) whose rule 
extended to four continents and a 
sub-continent. Likewise, Cleve-
land-Marshall's centennial is a cel-
ebration of its past and its continu-
ing achievements. 
In 1960 when the United States 
gifted itself with a president who 
was an idealistic scion of Boston 
Irish immigrants, the nation found 
itself imbued with John F. 
Kennedy '.s youthful and ambitfous 
dreams (the Peace Corps, Man on 
the Moon Project, physical fitness, 
etc). In a way, these aspirations 
were expressed in the Kerner Re-
port. The Report suggested that the 
legal system of the United States 
would be better served by making 
it more open to segments of our 
population then under-represente 
in the legal profession. 
The response from the American 
Bar Association and many law 
schools was positive. The Kerner 
Report was the primary impetus in 
establishing Cleveland-Marshall 's 
Legal Career Opportunities Pro-
gram. 
In the Spring of 1970, then Dean 
James Gaynor appointed a Com-
mittee to investigate and report on 
the need to begin a modest locally-
funded program to prevent the un-
intentional re~uction of diversity in 
the law school population. The 
Committee included Professors 
Ruben, Sierk (chair), Sutin and 
Tabac as well as law student Den-
nis Dowdell. Then Assistant Dean 
James Flaherty requested the 
Cleveland State University to make 
some money available from the 
Cleveland-Marshall Fund. Profes-
sor Ann Aldrich, the first female 
faculty at Cleveland-Marshall, 
(now Senior Federal District 
Judge) actively recruited promising 
students from the country's disad-
.. 
vantaged South. , 
The Program was set to admit 
fifteen students after interviewing 
each of them. The first class how-
ever, had sixteen students. Dr. Elsie 
Nicholson administered "some di-
agnostic tests'~ ~o evaluate analyti-
cal reading and writing skills. Hav-
ing accomplished this , Sandra 
Kerber wa~ to '\hone" those skills 
into legal ~auc.ation standards. 
She emphasized that the Commit-
tee sought to discover in the appli-
cant a "potential" for doing law 
school work and that those admit-
ted were qualified academically. 
She remembers the challenge of ad-
dressing each of the student's needs 
amid the diversity in background: 
race, culture, age and gender. 
Today, the LCOP Admissions 
Committee "seeks to admit candi-
dates who have encountered adver-
sity in the pursuit of education or 
career goals and have a record of 
accomplishment either academi-
cally or professionally." 
The Early Days 
One of the first students admit-
ted under the Program was Patricia 
A.Blackmon , now Honorable 
Judge of the Ohio Court of Appeals 
(Eighth Appellate District) . Judge 
Blackmon has often recalled in her 
any speeches at t e aw sc ool 
and at Black Law Students Asso-
ciation functions that the program 
made it possible for her to obtain a 
legal education, an opportunity that 
would not have been a reality with-
out Cleveland-Marshall. Without 
rancor, she also recalls the isola-
tion she felt being black and female 
in law school. 
During the first summer of the 
Program, each student was as-
signed a law professor for a week. 
The law professor essentially 
taught the law subject individually 
to each student. Blackmon recalls 
learning from Aldrich's kitchen 
table as well as the classroom. 
Kerber had the immense task of 
providing academic support. Ac: 
cording to Sierk, the Committee 
decided to continue in the Fall of 
1971 . The name Legal Career Op-
portunities Program was actually 
suggested by William Tabac. 
The Ohio Board of Regents and 
the Admission Test Scores 
The Board of Regents has made 
C-M's relaxed threshold for L_SAT 
(Law School Admission Test) 
scores as the stinging motivation 
for diminishing the subsidy for the 
Law School. The Board of. Regents 
seems to have interpreted the 
scores as the sole indicator of qual-
ity when in fact the LSAT score 
may not at all be deter,minative of 
the performance of a student in law 
s~hool. The subject of LSAT scores 
continued on page I 0 
C-M Exter s ·p 
Program Lauded 
By Deborah' Caldwell 
The Externship Program at 
Cleveland- Marshall is an excellent 
way to acquire hands-on skills and 
experience in various areas of the 
law. The law school has established 
externs hip s with the U .S . 
Attorney's Office, the Federal Pub-
lic Defender's Office, University 
Hospitals and Judicial Externships. 
In addition, a student can fashion 
his/her own program by submitting 
a proposal to the Externship Com-
mittee. The externship site must 
be a public entity as opposed to 
private, and the student 'must be 
engaged in meaningful work under 
the direct supervision of an attor-
ney or judge in Cuyahoga County. 
All of the students enrolled in the 
various externships for the semes-
ter come together for the seminar 
sessions which are a required part 
of the program. These sessions are 
lead by a faculty member and oc-
casionally members of the legal 
community are invited as guest 
speakers. Not only does an 
externship allow students a unique 
opportunity to experience the day 
to day activities of attorneys in a 
·particular setting, but also through 
the seminars ,_ students are able to 
share their experiences, impres-
sions and insights with each other. 
Participation in an externship 
program is a veritable "skills_ work-
shop" for enhancing legal research 
and writing skills. Supervising at-
torneys are very willing to critique 
and give feedback on the student's 
work. 
Another benefit is that the work 
product from externships ( keep-
ing discretion in mind) serve as ex-
cellent writing samples to submit 
with job applications. These writ-
ings certainly bolster one's resume. 
An externship can be beneficial 
in other ways_ as well. It allows the 
extern to ''.try out" an area of law 
which the e~tern might think is of 
interest to him or her before sub-
stantial investment of time and ef-




fords the extern th.e critical period 
of deciding to go in pursuit of the 
interest and get a head start in com-
petition or invest in another goal. 
Networking with practitioners in 
the fie_ld could also open doors to 
future employment. 
.I 
When I planned for my final 
year in law school, the idea of se-
curing an Independent Externship 
appealed to me because it affords 
the student six credit hours toward 
graduation and to top it all, no fi-
nal exam! 
I chose an Independent 
Externship with the Child Protec-
tion Unit of the Cuyahoga County 
Prosecutor's Office. I had read 
about the Unit in the Plain Dealer 
and I thought at that time that it 
would be very interesting work. I 
contacted Asst. Prosecutor Melody 
White, the supervisor of the Unit 
who agreed to sponsor me. I never 
dreamed I would actually find my-
self working there! 
I am amazed at how much I have 
learned in such a short period of 
time. I have seen both excellent and 
mediocre lawyering and have had 
an opportu11ity to observe many of 
the judges on the bench in the Court 
of Common Pleas, one of which, is 
a Cleveland-Marshall graduate 
with whom I conversed after sit-
ting in on a trial. Over the past few 
months, I have had an opportunity 
to attend some of the most high 
profile trials in Cuyahoga County. 
I have been inspired by the many 
attorneys in the Prosecutor 's Of- , 
fice who are so totally dedicated 
to their work and the profession. 
The poten_tial for growth and 
learning is invaluable and I highly 
recommend that students take the 
opportunity to participate in one of 
the externships before graduation. 
Beverly Pyle heads 
volunteer group for 
Immigration pro 
bono services 
By Evelyn L. Moya 
Sta.ff Editor 
Eager to learn and altruistic, five 
students who are mostly bilingual (En-
glish/Spanish) and currently enrolled 
in Prof. Steve Lazarus' Immigration 
class have signed up to join Legal 
Writing Instructor Beyerly Pyle in her 
committment to provide pro bono ser-
vices to ProBar. Pro Bar is a South 
Texas and American Bar Association 
· project based in Harlingen, Texas. !he 
students will work on refugee/asylum 
cases. Yamil Benitez-Torviso, Lisa 
Blair, Evelyn Moya, Steve Coghlan, 
Patrick Yoyo are scheduled to work 
for a week in January 1997. 
4 the GAVEL. '' \ ,-i ! 
Poetry 
By K. Michael Mooney 
Restatement 
A mound of marshmallow much amounting to mayhem monster, 
Codified in opinion postures; 
Bloating beast bubbles and rises like yeast unleashed, 
With logic disguises; 
The bulwarks constructed to harness in the slavish sludge stew, 
Deemed the golden rule, 
Interpreted as superglue; 
Melts and molds and mixes mishaps into surprises, 
Expands as its mouth showers teeth as it rises; 
To swallow a juxtaposed jurist like Jonah, 
And belches up the bones born to the high tide drift, 
And drowning again in the blur words subdued, 
Conrtacts and breathes and sighs questionably construed; 
And sets the standard upsetting the stand by, 
Traditonal wishers who wade in the compromise; 





Breeds waste when, 
New case causes stir. 
K. Michael Mooney c 1995 
Copyright c The Festival ,Of Trees 
Compilation #20, page 25 
County C~mmissioner Boyle Opines · 
on C-M Status 
By: K.Michael Mooney 
. Concern has flourished recently 
over the announcement that the 
Obio Board of Regents has con-
sidered, amongst other things, cut-
ting back on the funding for the 
state's law schools . In response to 
student concerns, I took the oppor-
tunity to speak with County Com-
missioner Mary Boyle to ascertain 
her opfoions and thoughts on the 
remifications of the Board's pos-
sible implemenattion of its policy 
considerations. I chose to speak 
with Mary Boyle because her opin-
ion is highly respected in Ohio poli-
tics and she has exhibited an out-
standing record in her public ser-
vice for this state. One of her great-
est accomplishments in attempting 
to serve Ohio's needs was her bid 
for the US Senate in 1994, the first 
such attempt by a woman in the his-
tory of the State. Her vigorous 
campaign came within amere 1.7% 
of winning the Democratic nomi-
nation. Thus, Commissioner Boyle 
has displayed her mettle and pos-
sesses a voice in politics that can 
accurately forecast and echo our 
concerns. 
_When asked for her thoughts on 
the matter, Boyle said that ·her 
greatest apprehension to the 
Board's saber rattling was that any 
such cuts could paradoxically strike 
at the foundation and long stand-
ing tradition of Cleveland-Marshall 
for the opportunities it extends to 
non-traditional students. "Cleve-
land-Marshall has always afforded 
the the working class person with 
the opportunity for a legal educa-
tion." 
One of the Board's justifications 
for its plan of cutting back on fund-
ing for Ohio law schools is that 
more resources are needed for two-
year technical schools and job train-
ing programs, a justification, Boyle 
insists, is without merit. She be-
lieves that if technical schools need 
more funding, "then give them 
more funding, but this funding 
should not be siphon:ed from the 
money supporting professional 
schools." 
According to Boyle's statistics, 
the average yearly income for a 
family he\;lded by persons with a 
professional degree is $100,000. 
The average income for a family 
headed with persons holding a 
four -year degree adds u.p to 
$46,000. contlnued on page 9 
:OHIO SUPR~ME COURT JUSTICE 
ADDRESSES STUDENTS ON 
JUDICIAL OPINION WRITING . 
The Honorable Evelyn L. Stratton, 
Ohio Supreme Court Justice 
By Andy Nichol, 
Staff Editor 
Justice Evelyn L. Stratton, · 
the re-elected Ohio Supreme Court 
Ju~tice recently spoke to students 
at Cleveland-Marshall regarding ju-
dicial opinion writing in the state's 
highest court. After a brief expla-
nation about opinion writing at the 
lower court levels, beginning with 
the Municipal Courts, Justice 
Stratton explained the rather com-
plex and time consuming process 
that goes into a State Supreme 
Court decision. 
Municipal Court opinions, 
according to Stratton, usually con-
sist of only one or two lines because 
the types of cases heard at this level 
do not require any type of lengthy 
opinion. 
Common Pleas Courts can 
be a little different. Opinions vary 
widely county to county and judge 
to judge. "At this level the longer 
the opinion, the greater the possi-
bility that you could be reversed," 
said Justice Stratton. "Civil cases 
usually require more writing by the 
Judge, mostly dealing with motions 
for discovery." she continued. 
At the Appellate level opin-
ion writing becomes much more 
complete. Jt1dges are required to do 
more reading of briefs and tran-
scripts because all of the opinions 
rendered from the Appellate Court · 
are paper generated and ·not the 
result of a trial setting. Justice 
Stratton noted that, as a rule, a 
Court of Appeals "will not" reverse 
a trial court based upon insufficient 
evidence, unless all three Judges 
agree. 
When a case reaches the 
Ohio Supreme Court the opinion 
writing takes on a whole new lite. 
After all the fostices hav~ read the 
briefs and oral arguments have 
taken place, the Justices gather to-
gether for a discussion. A question 
and answer period is followed by 
each Justice stating their: opinion 
regarding the issue at hand begin-
ning with the Chief Justice and end-
ing with the most recent member 
of the court. Then, each Justice 
casts their vote in reverse order so 
the final vQte is cast by the Chief 
Justice. 
Once the votes are tallied, 
the names of the Justices in the ma-
jority are put together and one 
name is drawn; that Justice writes 
the opinion. After the majority 
opinion has been written, the other 
Justices may write concurring or 
dissenting opinions depending on 
their position. When all opinions 
are on paper, and read, a final vote 
takes place. "H~re is where it can 
get interesting," said Stratton. "If 
for some reason the original vote 
was 4-3 and something in one of 
the dissents sways one of the J us-
tices, from the majority, the dissent 
now becomes the majority." So the 
Justice who originally wrote the 
majority opinion now changes it to 
a dissenting opinion, and the Jus-
tice who wrote the dissenting opin-
ion now changes it to a majority 
opinion. Seems complicated but 
according to Justice Stratton, "it 
works very well." Additionally, 
each of the Justices have three law . 
clerks to assist them with research 
and some of their writing. 
After spending many years 
in private practice and on the 
bench, where she was nicknamed 
"the velvet hammer" for her tough 
stance on crime, Justice Stratton 
concluded that her tirrie on the Ohio 
Supreme Court has be~n the most 
"challenging and rewarding. II 
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DEATH ROW: THE LAST REPRIEVE 
By Barry Saxon 
Staff Writer 
There's an old joke: New 
York is a nice place to visit, but I 
wouldn't want to live there . 
Mansfield State Prison is not a nice 
place. It's not a nice place to visit, 
and you wouldn't want to live 
there. Then, there is Death Row 
at Mansfield. It makes the rest of 
the prison seem like a spa. It's not 
a nice place to visit either, but if 
you're an inmate on Death Row, 
living there surely beats the alter-
native. I was never faced with con-
templating somethin g as 
oxymoronic as life on death row, 
but on June 11, 1996 I made the 
trip to Mansfield to meet Wiley 
Davis. Wiley Davis is on Death 
Row awaiting execution. 
From the outside and at a 
distance Mansfield State Prison 
doesn't look like a prison. There 
aren'tany high walls. There aren't 
any ramparts. There aren' t any gun 
turrets. The prison looks more like 
a cq1~mt~nity college,:with long.low 
buildings like those typically built 
in the 60s, than what it is, the last 
bastion of society's attempt to pro-
tect itself, from itself. As the dis-
tance shortens, you see that the ' 
chain-link fence which surrounds 
the property is actually two fences, 
each topped with coil upon coil of 
anti-personnel wire and a space of 
about 30 or 40 feet between them. 
I am there with attorney 
John Parker and we are going to 
see his new client, Wiley Davis. We 
park the car near the main entrance 
and Parker adv!,ses me to leave any-
thing of value or anything that 
might be construed as a weapon in 
the car. r leave my wallet, my 
money clip, jewelry; and pen knife 
under the floor mat. I have been 
apprehensive, but now my appre-
hension has turned to something 
akin to, but not quite panic. 
In the past when I knew I 
was going to meet someone for the 
first time I would wonder what they 
were like, what I would say, what 
they might say. If it was an impor-
tant meeting, I would rehearse in 
my mind what might happen. I was 
prepared. My life experiences had 
prepared me for most oflife:s even-
tualities. I was not prepared to 
meet Wiley Davis. I had never been 
to a prison before. I had never met 
anyone convicted of murder. I had 
never met anyone sentenced to 
death. This time I was not pre-
pared, I couldn't be. _ 
The inside of the main re-
(the last article in a series) 
ception building looks like any gov-
ernment office, plain and sparse. 
We signed in at the reception desk 
and next had to pass through the 
metal detector. I didn't expect to 
set the detector off, after all, I had 
left everything in the car. But I did. 
I emptied my pockets of what was 
left: a plastic case for my contact 
lenses, eye drops, and a pill box 
with some allergy medication . 
Nothing there to· set a metal detec-
tor off. They had me try again. 
Again I set it off. Next time I re-
moved my shoes. Yes, my shoes. 
It seems that there is a metalshank 
in some shoes and this will set the 
detector off. I set the machine off 
again. All that was left, besides the 
zipper in my pants ·was a belt 
buckle, I took off the belt, grabbed 
hold of my pants and made it 
through. Security here is a bit 
tighter than at the airport. We had 
our hand stamped with the code of 
the.day in flourescent ink and then 
passed thro_ugh the first of many 
steel armored doors. 
As that first door slammed 
behind me, I, like Alice had begun 
my journey in earnest. I found 
myself locked in a small concrete 
room about eight by eight with no 
windows and only two doors, the 
one I had just passed through and 
the one ahead. Between the two 
doors, against one wall , was a small 
booth maqe of steel and bulletproof 
glass. There was a small tunnel-
like structure in the side of the 
booth. I slipped in my hand and 
the person in the booth verified that 
I had been properly stamped. 
There was a loud buzzing sound, 
the clank of a lock, and we opene(d 
the second door. We were now on 
the prison grounds proper. There 
were several roads leading off in 
different directions and a small 
parking lot. We walked over to the 
lot and waited for our driver to take 
us to death row. 
It's a short drive, even at 5 
mph from the main gate to the en-
trance to death row. It actually 
took us longer to walk from the 
entrance to the death row facility 
to where Wiley Davis is kept. 
(Where Wiley Davis lives? :Where 
Wiley Davis waits to die?) Our 
driver stops at another chain-link 
fence top.ped with anti-personnel 
wire and we wait for it to open so 
that he can drive through. We wait 
for someone to notice that we are 
there, as the car's radio is broken. 
We drive through the gate and are 
dropped off. We wait for the car 
to pass back through the gate and 
for the gate to close. The guard 
we cannot see, the guard behind the 
tinted bulletproof glass in the con-
trol room waits too . The gate 
closes and the armored steel door 
that.leads to death row opens. We 
enter a large entry room about 25 
feet by 15 feet. There is one other 
door, no windows, three walls are 
concrete and 'one is concrete and 
bulletproof plate glass. We wait for 
the door we came through to close 
and lock before the-second door is 
opened. We are met on the other 
side of the second door by a guard 
who leads us down and through 
several turns of corridors. No one 
speaks. The walls are all concrete. 
There are windows along some of 
the corridors at about eight foot 
intervals. The windows are from 
just. above the floor to just below 
the ceiling. The windows are about 
four inches wide. We reach another 
armored steel door and our escort 
leaves us. The door opens and we 
walk into a room about 5 feet by 5 
feet. There are no windows in this 
room. There is one other steel 
door. I am very uncomfortable. I 
am claustrophobic. The first door 
closes and just as panic is about to 
set in, the second door opens. We 
are met by another guard. The 
guard asks us who we are and who 
we are there to see. It was consol-
ing to know that he knew we 
weren't staying. We waited while 
he made a phone call. He said noth-
ing more, but merely pointed down 
a corridor and we m~ched on to 
yet another armored steel door. We 
reached the other door and waited 
for the now familiar buzzing sound 
which meant the door was un-
locked. We entered another small 
room just like the last. The door 
closed behind us and this time we 
waited for what seemed like for-
ever. The door finally opened and 
we were met by three guards. One 
left us without saying a word and 
he walked down the hall to the 
cells. Another asked us to follow 
him and we were led in the oppo-
site direction and into a small room 
with a conference table and some 
chairs. 
We sat down and waited for 
Wiley Davis. I'm still not sure what 
I expected, ~ut I am sure that the 
man that appeared in that doorway 
wasn't it. I was expecting a mur-
derer. I don't know, maybe I was 
expecting Hannibal Lechter, but I 
wasn't expecting an ordinary man. 
Wiley Davis looks like any ordinary 
man. But Wiley Davis is not ordi-
nary. What makes him extraordi-
nary is the fact that I am meeting 
him in prison that he is on death 
row that he, in all probability did in 
fact kill Amy Perkins. 
Wiley wo~e a T-shirt, sweat 
pants, prison slippers, and hand-
cuffs. The guard who brought him 
wore a uniform. The only way to 
tell them apart was by how they 
were dressed. We spent about two 
and one half hours with Wiley, dur-
ing that time it was hard for me not 
to think about going_ home, the best 
that Wiley could think about was 
to not go anywhere, to stay right 
where he is. 
Under a new Ohio post-
conviction law, S.B.4, all inmates, 
incl.uding de(;l.th row inmates in 
Ohio prisons ~ere reguired .tQ .file 
a petition to seek post~conviction 
relief by September 21, 1996. If 
petitions we·re not filed by this 
deadline, their right to r~view was 
forfeit. To help in this effort, the 
National Association of Criminal 
Defense Lawyers developed the 
Summer Post-Conviction Repre-
sentation Project. For this project 
law students were teamed up with 
lawyers representing indigent death 
row inmates in Ohio. 
The state post-conviction 
review process is the way in which 
inmates can raise the critical con-
stitutional issues which are at the 
core of, and test the reliability of 
decisions which have been.made, 
·and the fairness of their trial. Post-
co~ vic ti on review is a process 
which addresses those issues that 
are not included in the record of 
the trial or which have been 
brought up on appeal. These are 
issues which have denied these in-
mates their fundamental rights. 
· Rights which may have been 
abridged include: perjury by a wit-
ness or a jurqr, ineffective assis-
tance by trial or appell~te counsel, 
or withholding of exculpatory evi-
dence by the police or prosecutor 
which would have shown the de-
fendant to be innocent. 
Wiley-Davis' petition for 
post-conviction relief was filed on 
September 20, 1996. Wiley Davis 
was scheduled for execution at 
midnight October 22. A stay of 
execution was granted October 21. 
Wiley Davis remains on death row. 
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UPCOMING CALENDAR 
OF EVENTS 
December 11 - Final Exams begin. 
December 20 - Last Day of Finals; Holiday Vacation Begins!!! 
January 9 - Begin endorsing Financial Aid checks at Bursar's 
Office. 
January 16 - Student Financial Aid check proceeds (previously 
endorsed) will be available for pick-up at Bursar's 
Office. 
January 21 -Classes Resume; 
- Masters and Associates on campus for interviews 
(Office of Career Planning) . 
January 22 - OCP begins sign_:- up for mock interviews. 
January 31 - Deadline for students to sign-up for mock 
interviews. 
Notice from Office of Career Planning 
The Office of Career Planning has created a database to assist with 
the tracking of Cleveland-Marshall Students. All students were given 
an employment questionaire to complete and return to the OCP. We 
currently have 419 students en_tered in the database. We are very 
pleased with this figure, however, it is our goal that each student 
completes the questionaire. If you have not yet done so, please stop 
by OCP to pick up a copy. 
The information you provide us will assist us as we work 
with you to achieve your particular career objectives. For example, 
we have already had great success mathing syudents' interests and 
specific job postings. We do not want you to miss out on any oppor-
tunities, so stop by OCP and complete an employment questionaire. 
OSBA Law School Student 
Scholarship Overview 
First scholarship $1,500 
Second scholarship $1,000 
Eligibility 
All associate student members of the Ohio State Bar Association are 
eligible to submit an application for the OSBA Law School Student 
Scholarship. 
Nonmembers may apply for membership when submitting an entry by 
including a completed membership application and dues . 
Answer these questions 
"Why do you want to be a lawyer?" and "What does professional 
responsibility mean to you?" Each essay question must be no longer 
than two typed, double-spaced pages . 
Rules 
All essays must be the original work of the student. Each essay should 
be no longer than two typed, double-spaced pages. All entries must b.e 
accompanied by a completed entry form or a copy of it . 
For More Information .. . 
Contact the Ohio State Bar Association Membership Services 
Department at (800) 282-6556 (in Ohio) or (614) 487-2050. 
Deadline Extended to January 15, 1997 
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor 
Stephanie Tubbs Jones 
Addresses Students at C-M 
By Andy Nichol 
Staff Editor 
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor 
Stephanie Tubbs Jones spoke recently 
to Cleveland-Marshall students re-
garding a Prosecutor's journey into jus~ 
tice. Ms. Jones spoke on behalfofthe 
Christian Legal Society and The 
Criminal Law Society regarding her 
faith and the role it plays in her life as 
Prosecutor. 
Ms. Jones' achievements are 
quite extraordinary. After graduating 
from law school in 1974, she began 
her career as a trial lawyer, including 
an Assistant Cuyahoga County 
Prosecutor's position, as well as, legal 
counsel for the Cleveland District Of-
fice of the EEOC. 
Nineteen eighty-one began a 
decade of service on the bench for Ms. 
Jones when she was elected to the 
Cleveland Municipal Court in Novem-
ber of that year. To some that would 
be enough. But, as is so apparent with 
this truly remarkable woman, there 
was more to be accomplished. By the 
end of the 1980's, she had been elected 
and re-elected to the Cuyahoga County 
Court of Common Pleas, and became 
the first black woman to serve on that 
court in the state of Ohio. 
More recently, her appoint-
ment as Cuyahoga County Prosecu-
tor in 1991, and her re-election to that 
position one year later, not only so-
lidify her support in this community, 
but also demonstrate the comittment 
she has to serving the people of Ohio 
and making the laws work for every-
one. 
So what did Ms. Jones say? 
Well, she said plenty. A dynamic 
speaker with a gift for keeping your 
attention like a well- written novel. She 
was not reluctant to address her Chris-
tian beliefs, nor her ability to recog-
nize the complexity of prosecutorial 
duties and personal beliefs. But, most 
of all she had a strong impact on most 
of the students in attendance. Here is 
what some of them had to say: 
"Ms. Tubbs-Jones helped me to see the 
importance of spirituality in the prac-
tice of law and how it can assist in 
relieving day to day stress. She also 
emphasized the necessity of maintain-
t i 
.... 
Stephanie Tubbs Jones, 
Cuyahoga County Prosecutor 
ing a sense of humor!" 
Bob Garrity lL 
"Stephanie Tubbs Jones articulated the 
importance of family and her career. I 
was most impressed with her faith and 
how she stands steadfastly next to it." 
Lisa Dils IL 
"Stephanie Tubbs Jones' message was 
both educational ano inspirational to 
me. Her attitude really gave me a fresh 
outlook of the law." 
Catherine Ma 3L 
"Stephanie Tubbs Jones' reliance on 
her spiritual background showed her 
personal strength. We know the prac-
tice of law is stressful. It was impres-
sive to see a professional turn to faith 
in times of stress. Also, she felt the 
importance of life changing decisions 
in criminal law. It is fortunate that she 
is practicing in Cleveland." 
Marlene Jennings 4L 
"I found Stephanie Tubbs Jones' 
speech particularly inspiring. She is a 
great power of example with regard 
to balancing professional, personal and 
spiritual goals in the practice of law. 
It is so important to come into the prac-
tice of law as human beings first and 
lawyers second, and she is a prime 
example of how to do that." 
Rachel Kabb 2L 
The Gavel Editors and Staff 
wish all Students, Faculty and 
Staff a very happy and safe 
Holiday Season. 
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SBA HALLOWEEN BA.SH A SUCCESS:!!! 
Best Costume, 
Chris Conomy (Pootsie), 
and Ronnie Huggins, Best SBA 
Party Planner 
Funniest Costume, 
Larry Archie, and 
Kelly Jackson ... or is it Janet? 
Best Costume (Tie), 
Mark Abood . 
And The Winners Are ... 
Best Couple, 
Spence and Senta Kline 
Best Group Photo, 
Michelle Simms, Theresa Casserly, 
(identity unknown), and Laura Courry 
Best Drinkers .. for First-Years, 
Tim Ditchey, Rebecca Kelley, 
Mark Engling and John Lysenko 
Scariest Costum~, 
Jim Melone 
Best Pirate President, 
Michele Berencsi 
Best Throw-backs, 
Carlos Gomez and Scott Allen 
the 'G.AVEL 
l~Ji!G .(G.(G.(G .(&" .(&" .(G .(&" .(&" .(&" lf!G lf!G lf!g" Ji!G li. Samue! Gorovitz: VisitiizC P:of essor, . 
~I. · celebrate I. Ethical And Pohcy Aspects Of 
:i the 100th Anniversary of • · D • • M k• J H Ith 
fi. The Cleveland-Marshall College of Law I. ec1s1on a Ing n ea care f. at the Student Bar Association's /. By: Jihad Smaili 
.~. . ~e-•s saJ.l. :fr. Staff Editor 
6. ri.S.., ,_. fi. Cleveland, and especially the of the Supreme Court to ·~eny to · 
.. ~. ~ -~ual. sar . . I • • .. ~. Cleveland-Marshall College of ,hear these issues. The issues are 
~.  fi, Law, are p(oud to host one of complex and divisive. The Second 
f..· . ~at., March 15, 1997 .~. America's rriost influential and re- and Ninth Circuit Courts of Ap-
t. 
at the Great Lakes Science Center fi. nowned minds on linguistic phi- peals rendered opinions which were 
• • Call the SBA office for inquiries or to reserve you~ tickets now at 687-2339: f· ing Professor Samuel Gorovitz. . sues are of such importance as to · i·'8 losophy and medical ethics, visit- badly argued and vague. The is-f Look forward to seeing you there/ .· -~. One does not know wher{{- to be- require a more sophisticated level 
fl. gin to put into perspective the out- of scrutiny than is exhibited in ei.: ~"-A!!!llJ...,__~!!!IL.l;!..-....~.i..lfi_jjji§.J·'l.j·'A~j.j~,j~jB ~ standing lifetime achievements of ther of the two circuit court opin-
County 'Commissioner Dr. Gorovitz; from his distin- ions." 
continued from page 4 · "would be self-defeating for the guished academic background and Dr. Gorovitz has traveled around 
While the income for a family state." enlightening publications to his the world to lecture on ethical and 
. 
headed with a two-year degree only C . . B- 1 h h various prestigious academic po- policy aspects of decision making ommissrnner oy e opes t at sitions numerous testimonies and in health care and has been invited 
averages $30,000 a year. Accord- Cleveland-Marshall will "continue lectures. Dr. Gorovitz i~an impor- to testify before the Ethics Advi-
ing to J3oyle, if people stayed in its mission to welcome non-tradi- tant source of knowledge and an sory Board, The President's Com-
Ohio, the state would regain its in- tional students, and to continue its exceptional author. Most impor- mission for the Study of Ethical 
vestment within twelve years · role in creating better prepared and tantly, Dr. Gorovitz cares deeply Problems in Medicine and Bio-
h h · "Th about the plight of ~on temporary medical and Behavioral Research, 
t roug mcome taxes. e state .more skilled attorneys." She be- medical issues and the ethical di- the Subcommittee On Investiga-
receives an increase in its taxes be- lieves that those of us who are con- lemmas surrounding them; he will tions and Oversight (by invitation 
cause .ofCleveland-Marshall,'i" she cerned with the preserv?-ti9n of not hesitate to explain their com- of then-Congressman Alber:t 
insists, because "Marshall students Cleveland-Marshall need to com- plexities and significance if asked. Gore), and the Human Fetal Tis-
stay in Ohio more so than all other municate to the Bpard of regents Dr. Gorovitz is a native of Bos- sue Transplantation Research 
r h ton, Massachusetts . In 1960, he Panel. Also, Dr. Gorovitz has been · 
pub 1c sc ools in Ohio." ~erefore, and to the· Governor that the im- received his B.S. in Humanities and a Temporary Advisor to the World 
the state's investment in the legal pact of such cuts in funding would Science from the Ma.ssach:usetts Health Organization (European 
education of Cleveland-m·arshall be · devastating to the tradition of Insti~ute of Technology and went Region). Presently, Dr. Gorovitz 
transla!es into real dollars, and any this institution. on to Stanford where he completed is serving on the Executive Coun-
such cuts by the Board_ of Regents continued on page 10 his PJ'l.D. in philosophy in 1963 and cil of the International Medical 
authored a revealing doctoral dis- Benefit/Risk Foundation in 
sertation entitled Deductive Mod- Geneva. 
Join the OSBA 
and take advantage 
of many member .benefi_ts! 
--
U p-to-date legal infol'Jllation throug~ the quarterly student publication Associate News, tlte weekly Ohio 
S,tate Bar Association Report (OBAR) and bimonthly Ohio 
Lawyer. 
Eligibility to apply for the OSBA Law School Student Scholarship. Two scholarships will be awarded: One 
, . 
award at $1,500 and.one at $1,000. 
0 pportunities to interact and network ~ith practicing attorneys through committee, section and district 
meetings as well as the OSBA Annual Convention: 
Bar review discount. West Professional Training Programs, Inc. is qffering all Ia-w school student 
members of the OSBA a $300 discount off the full price ()f 
the West Ohio Bar Review Course. 
A job resource for third-year students thrc5ugh our Resume Exchange Program that makes your resume 
available to firms that have positions available. OBAR also 
contains job listings. 
Savings through discount programs. The OSBA offers ,,_savings th~ough Jos. A Bank Clothiers, long-distance 
telephone service, cellular phgne ser\'.ice and.more! 
• > t ' 
For more information or to join; contact the Ohio State Bar 
Association, Membership ~ervices Department, P.O. Box 
. . ··: ' ' 
_16562, Columbus, Ol:J 4?216-6562 or call (800) 282-6556. 
... • '?- ,,...._. 
els For Causal Explanation. Dr. Gorovitz' many intriguing 
Dr. Gorovitz is no stranger to publications, too numerous to be 
Cleveland; he taught at Case West- listed, have been influential in mold-
.em Reserve University for nine · ing and developing the contempo-
years starting in mid-1964. From rary state of bioethics. Some of his 
· 1971-73, Dr. Gorovitz served as book publications include: Doctor 
director of the Moral Problems in Dilemmas: Moral ·Problems and 
. Medicine Project under the aus-. Medical Care and Drawin~ the 
pices ofthe Department of Philoso- Line: Life. Death and Ethical 
phy and the School of Medicine at Choices In An American Hospital. 
the Case Western Reserve Univer- Dr. Gorovitz refers to his most 
sity: While at the University of recent endeavor as "a highly valu-
Maryland, Dr. Gorovitz was a pro- able opportunity in a city with a tre-
fessor of philosophy from 1973-86. mendous amount to offer. Cleve-
In 1986, he 'began a seven-year land has changed significantly.over 
term as dean of the College of Arts the decades. The city has a much 
- and Sciences at Syracuse Univer- more sophisticated array of restau-
sity. Currently, Dr. Gorovitz is a · rants and theaters now, not to men-
professor of philosophy and a pro- tion the riverside reclamation and 
fessor of public administration at urban development." Dr. Gorovitz 
Syracuse University. Dr. Gorovitz- is cauti.ously optimistic about the 
returns to Cleveland as the Joseph city's future: "Cleveland still has its 
C. Hostetler:-Baker & Hostetler problems. The public school cri-
Visiting Professor of L<J.w, en- sis, the continuing effect of urban 
dowed in 1989 by John Deaver decay, an4 Clevelano's history of 
Drinko of the law firm of Baker & racism -,-like the nation's-- are all 
Hos.tetler. problems of the juxtaposition of 
Dr. Gorovitz was appointed to affluence and poverty which must 
the New York State Task Force on be dealt with to secure a brighter 
Life and the Law by New York future for Cleveland." 
Governor Mario Cuomo in 1988. ·Dr. Gorovitz' presence at the 
The Task Force has completed in- Cleveland-Marshall College oflaw 
fluential studies on legislative and is unique in two respects. First, Dr 
regulatory issues on New York's Gorovitz is not an attorney, and the 
- health policy. Currently, Dr. first non-attorney to occupy the 
- Gorovitz is very enthi1siastic after Baker & Hostetler chair. Second, 
learning that the St1preine Court Assistant Professor of Law Heidi 
has recently agreed to hear assisted Robertson is Dr. Gorovitz' daugh- · 
suicide issues in early 1997. The ter. 
.New York Task Force he was ap- As a riqn-attorney, Dr. Gorovitz 
pointed to issued many reports, brings a unique perspective to the 
some of which were cited and ie- study 'of law. There are 33 stu-
lieQ.PPQ_n by the ~ircuit and lower dents in Dr. Gorovitz.' medical eth-
courts. Dr. Gorovitz believes that ics course; it will be interesting to , 
. ,;j't .wo,.uid have been irresponsible continued on page 11 
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LCOP continued from page 3 
being "wrong" was the heart of an 
impassioned speech delivered by 
South Euclid Judge Patricia A 
Kleri at the Centennial Program 
honoring Alumni and Alumnae 
Judges on October 17 at the Moot 
Court Room. The Honorable Judge 
graduated with honors and was 
ranked first among the graduates at 
Cleveland-Marshall despite her 
"underwhelming" admission test 
score. Ending her speech, the judge 
said: "The admission score was 
wrong , and Cleveland-Marshall 
was right. " 
While responding to questions for 
this article, Dean Sierk recalled 
names of students who participated 
in the early years of LCOP who 
have distinguished themselves in the 
state judiciary, other states' civil 
service, federal agencies and private 
national institutions like the Kaiser 
Foundation. 
·Given the nationwide statistics on 
the reduced pool of applicants to 
law schools, the disdainful attitude 
of the Ohio Board of Regents and 
the seeming erosion of support for 
affirmative action, Sierk had the 
most profound sentiment to ex-
press: "The matter of greatest con-
cern is the survival of the Law 
School as an opportunity law 
school for those who otherwise 
might n-ot have a chance to receive 
a legal education. In reference to 
the Board of Regents ' 
recommemdation, he further ad-
monished: "We do have the right 
to be concerned about their policy 
change which seems to be adverse 
to our aspirations . " But being the 
ever-prudent sage, he continued, 
"But others are perhaps better 
qualified to comment on that 
than I." 
Through the Legal Career Op-
portunities Program, Cleveland-
Marshall has contributed to what 
former President George Bush 
would have described as a "thou-
sand points oflight. " By keeping 
the program alive, we are all en-
hanced, if not ennobled. Through 
the Program, the community is 
served without awareness of its 
presence. One measure of great-
ness is the ability to let someone 
else shine while ho lding your 
candle to light th~ shadows. 
To LCOP: Salutations! 
Law Library Liason Progr_am 
Mary Stanco, M.L.S., Law Library 
An example of how the law Library 
Staff serves the faculty and students 
of the Law School is through our 
liason program. 
The Reference Staff serve in an im-
portant liason role to the faculty of the 
Legal Writing and Research Progran1. 
Ellen Quinn, Associate Director of 
Public Services works with Debborah 
Klein, Director of Legal Writing, Re-
s·earch and Advocacy Program, in a 
cooperative effort to bridge the gap 
between classroom instruction and the 
use of library resources. The Refer-
ence 'Staff (Marie Rehmar, Head of 
Reference; Laura Ray, Media/Refer-
ence Librarian; Mark Gooch, Govern-
ment Documents Librarian; and 
Schuyler Cook, Reference Librarian) 
are each ;issigned two faculty mem-
bers from the Legal Writing and Re-
search Program. Ellen Quinn at-
tributes the significance of the liason 
progr.am as having " .. . someone [from 
the library] to communicate and talk 
to ... " about library policies and re-
sources that are available for the Le-
gal Writing and Research students. 
Laura Ray, Media/Reference Li-
brarian and a former medical librar-
ian is a liason to the Journal of Law 
and Health . /Laura is also liason to 
the Moot Court Program. This is 
Laura's second year as a liason to the 
Moot Court. She-likes the interac-
tion with the students in helping them 
1to achieve a higher level of exper-
tise in legislative history and statu-
continued on pqge II 
vM01tUto's <alal/lcutUng 
The Difference ... Personal Service 
Student Discounts: 
Haircuts & Products 
Appointments Not Always Necessary 
Mon.-Fri: 
9:00'a.m. - 5:00 p:m. 
Sat: 
9:00 a.m. - 1 :00 p.m. 




continued from page 1 
When the committee determined 
the rates for this year, they felt that 
the formula used was fair. They 
were not intending to discriminate 
against law students . A former 
senator of the SBA, Wendy Zahar, 
attended some parking committee 
meetings last year, but at no time 
did the SBA approve the rates·im-
posed on us this semester. The 
parking Committee was under the 
impression that we were aware of 
the formulas used and that is why 
they indicated our approval in the 
publication that the previous Gavel 
article ·published . This was a mis-
understanding between the Parking 
Committe and the SBA The SBA 
never approved the unequal rates. 
As a result of our meeting, Oden, 
Dohrman, and Parker made a pro-
posal to the Parking Committe that 
our pre-paid parking pass rates be 
decreased to equal the rate charged 
to the rest of CSU students. The 
Committee approved. Therefore, 
the price for a pre-paid parking pass 
next semester will be $93 instead 
of $119 which was charged this 
semester. Many thanks is owed to 
Anthony Parker for his efforts in 
this battle. 
I appreciate that Tom Forumas, 
the author of the previous Gavel 
article which criticized the parking 
situation, was so astute to notice 
the injustice perpetrated against 
law students. I think it is impor-
tant fo r students to take active 
stances on such issues . I would 
however appreciate it if anyonedse 
has a complaint which involves the 
SBA that they bring the problem 
to our attention before priniting it 
in The Gavel. In this situation, 
some of Founnas' infonnation was 
incorrect and the problem had al-
ready been addressed and practi-
cally resolved before his article was 
even printed. Had I known of his 
intentions, we could have worked 
together to print something more 
positive and avoided a lot of un-
necessary anxiety. Thank you. 
The Gavel regrets 
omitting Beverly 
Pyle's name as the au-
thor of the excerpts 
from ''My Texas Jour-






for Law Dean Search 
By Michele Berencsi, SBA President 
And Student Representative On The Dean 
Search Committee 
The Dean Search Committee 
conducted screening interviews of 
selected applicants and narrowed 
the field to four candidates. Each 
candidate will visit the campus for 
a two day interview. The candi-
dates are: Interim Dean Steven 
Steinglass from Cleveland-
Marshall; P rofessor C. Peter 
Goplerud III from The University 
of Oklahoma; Associate Dean and 
Professor of L aw, Michael B. Lang 
of the University of Maine; and 
Professor John Gedid from Wid-
ener University. 
The formal interviews are 
scheduled for November 26-27, 
December 2-4, and December 9-
12. The candidates will meet with 
students, faculty, staff, administra-
tion, professional staff, alumni, the 
Vis iting C ommittee , Provost 
Harold Allen, and President Claire 
VanUmmerson. The student ses-
sions will be from 5-6 p.m. on se-
lected days. Anyone interested in 
attending these sessions is wel-
come. The student body will be 
notified of the exact dates. Addi-
tionally, any student may review 
the resumes of these candidates in 
the SB A office. 
I will contact students from 
the candidates' respective law 
schools in order to find out their 
perceptions on the applicants. Out 
of respect for the candidates and 
the integrity of this process, please 
do not make these types of calls 
on your own without notifying me 
first. I am open to any input you 
may have and/or any contacts you 
are aware of who might have in-
fo rmation on these candidates. 
Please feel free to discuss any of 
your comments or concerns with 
me. It is very important that stu-
dents get involved in this process 
because the Dean will play an in-
tegral part in the future success of 
our law school. We want and de-
serve the very best candidate for 
the job! 
County Commissioner 
continued from page 9 
In concluding our meeting, I asked 
Commissio ner Boyle if she had 
thought about runing for the U.S . Sen-
ate again. She responded with a pleas-
ant smile, and told me that she would 
like to run for the ~enate again, and 
thatif John Glenn's seat became avail-
able, she just might; do it. If ever this 
availability comes.Jo pass, I hope that 
the Cleveland-Marshall community 
and the state would respond in kind 
and place Mary Boyle in the Senate 
where she can safeguard our schools 
Bar Scores 
continued from Page I 
he ld at th e Hyatt on Capitol 
Square in Columbus. 
Congratulations to: 
A b r a h am s , A d a m ;· Ad e I m a n , 
K e lly;Aitken , Janice; 
Alexander,Thomas ; Allen, Thomas; 
Andrew, Donna; Augusta , James; 
B ahleda,Michael; Barragate, Brett; 
Barrett, Matthew; Benedict Jr. , James ; 
Birch , Steven; Brennan, Michael; 
Brown, Leslie; Burke, Kevin; Capka, 
Paul; Carr, Leonard; Cary, Judith; 
Clouse, Jordan; Cochran, David; 
Coyne, Lorraine; Crandall , Erika; 
Davis, Jillian; DeBalzo, Sandra M; 
Deas , John; - Debernardi, Linda; 
Dehaan , Kathleen : Desiderio, Gina; 
Domski, Amy; Eisenhower, Anne; 
Elzeer, Kimrey; Eppstein, D;1vid; 
Ernest, Michael; .Evard, Mary; Fallon, 
Brian; Faraglia,Anna;Faranda, 
Christine;Farren, Anthony; Fecik, 
Shelley; Feczkzo, Christopher; Flask, 
Maria; Frank,Ian; Frazier, Linda; 
French-Scaggs, Susan; Funk, 
Annajette; Gallucci, Anthony; Gareau, 
David; Gareau Jr. , Michael; Geary, 
Brett; Gibe!, George; Gibson, Tammy; 
Glaze, Ryan; Goodrich, Gregory; 
Gorris, Tony; Greulich Jr., David; Grey, 
Kathy; Griffin, David; Hadzinski , Ken-
neth; Harness, Melody; Harrison, 
Kathleen; Hotchkiss, Herbert; Hubbard, 
Kenneth; Hunt, Thomas; J acohs Jr. , Jo-
seph; Jelenic, Barbara; Jevack, Jenni-
fer; Jonhson, Linda; Katsaros, Vasile; 
Katz, Daniel; Kerenyi , Mark; Kilbane, 
Thornas; King, Joseph; King, Matthew; 
Kirby, Lisa; Klopper, Laura; Kozik, 
Mary Ann; Kreiner, Frederick; Krntko-
Cl ancy, Jennifer; Lamos, Philip; 
Larihee, Michael; Lawther, Jennifer; 
Lay, Mark; Lewis, Julie; Long, Robert; 
Lukas, James; Mack, Deborah; 
Madachik, Joseph; Malek , Nader; 
Malone, Robert; Mangano, Basil; 
Marks , Joshua; Masarik , Dennis; 
Maugans, Todd; McGrath, Kevin; 
McMahon, Louis; McNally, John; 
Michaels, Lisa; Millas, Gregory; 
Miller, James; Misseldine, Russell; 
Moderalli, Robert; Moore, Leslie; 
Moran, Colleen; Moran , Susan; 
Murphy, Janes; Nathanson, Joshua; 
Nelson, Douglas; Newman, Aaron; 
O'Donnell, Thomas; Olsen, Amy; 
Patton, Roher; -Pejic, Nenad; Perduk, 
David; Prescott, Mary; Psaropoulos, 
Robert; Quinlan, Michael; Quinn, 
Ellen; Raj , Manav; Reagan, John; 
Redlin, Maureen; Regas, Tracy; Repp, 
Tina; Robertson, Darnella; Rohlinl! 
Kenneth; Rodstrom, Derek; Romain~'. 
Daniel; Roman, Laura; Ryan, Michael; 
Sahlack, Michael; Salek, Ann; Salem, 
John; Schmelzer, Rachel; Schrader, 
Todd; Scott, Gregory; Shearer, Mark; 
Siegel, Todd; Simms, Joseph; 
Sinmurphy, Nancy; Skidmore, Claudia; 
Skiljan, David; Smyth, Vito; 
Sonnhalter, Joy; Spellacy Jr., Leo; 
Stano, Susan; Stefanik, Jr., Thomas; 
Sterba, Deborah; Ste::venson Anthony,; 
Stockman, Mark; Stockmaster, Ann; 
Sudyk, Bradford; Tater, Steve; Taylor, 
Richard; Thrasher, Michael;Trivette, 
Cynthia; Tye, Russt:ll; Undt:rwood, Jef-
frey; Urban, Daniel; Villani, Michael; 
Watson, Mt:lissa; Weatherford, Chris; 
Weintraub, Julianne::; Wilson, Robin; 
Winik, Jane::; Yingling, Ronald; Zeck, 
Brian; _Zidar,- Rachcllc; Zohar, Wendy. 
Illinois Bar: Arena, David and Castle. 
' ·· s_elena. New Hampshire Har: Rice; 
1;111 . i 
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J. Patrick Browne $1000 
Scholarship 
A $1000 scholarship is availahle for 
19%-97 in the name 01· the late Pro-
fe ssor J. Patrick Browne. Applicants 
must meet the following qualifica-
tions: 
* must be a 3rd or 4th year law stu-
dent 
* must be a non-traditional student, 
i.e. part-time, and/or 30 years ot' age 
or older, and/or establishing a second 
career; 
* must have applied for financial aid 
through the Law Financial Aid Office, 
and 
*must show academic improvement 
in law career · 
Qualified applicants should submit 
a 1200 word light-hearted essay.ex-
tolling the virtues of procedure i;e. " 
Why worry ahout substantive law 
when one has Civil procedure avail-
able?" The winning essay from 1994-
95 is on file in the Law Library for 
your perusal. 
The recipient will be chosen by 
. Eunice Claver and Chris Guarnieri, 
scholarship founders. 
Questions should be directed to Ms. 
Clavner and/or Mrs. Guarnieri at 781-
7400 or 771-7767. 
Essays are due by 12:00 noon on 
Dec.31. Please suhmit ess:tys to the 
Law Finacial Aid Office Rm.41-42. 
Library 
continued gr om page I() 
tory research. Laura mentioned that 
she enjoyed going " ... beyond sub-
stantive law into related topics ... " 
such as a recent assignment on legal 
issues surrounding trademark, copy-
right and appropriate use of a World 
Wide Web site. 
Marie Rehmar, Head of Refer-
ence, serves as the liason to the Law 
Review. Marie has been praised for 
her informative display cases and 
bulletin boards.Come and see her 
Centennial Display which features 
with photos and documents repre-
senting the past, present and future 
of the Law School. 
THE GAVEL 
Cleveland-Marshall 
College of Law 
Cleveland State 
University 
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 








Pr()f. Thomas Buckley 
Gorovitz 
continuedfi·om page 9 
Thefts 
continued fhnn page I 
clock, a Minolta camera package, two 
petty-cash funds, a laptop computer, a 
large sum of cash (forced entry into 
desk), a jacket and cap, and a box of 
candy bars for a sweet-toothed thief. 
The University, through its Campus 
Watch, has taken some action to a.lie-
see from student evaluations 
whether students prefer attorney 
professors or more d~tached non-
attorney professors such as Dr. 
Gorovitz. Nevertheless, the stu-
dents 111 Dr. Gorovitz' course 
should expect to gain an outstand-
ing perspective on the many deli-
cate medical i'ssues facing ·our viatethefoarsandanxietiesofstudents 
world today. As for course tech- and faculty. Unfortunately, their rec-
nique, Dr. Gorovitz both lectures ommen<;iations are obsolete. For ex-
and uti-lizes the Socratic method. ample, they urge faculty members and 
Besides gaining valuable knowl- student organizations to lock their of-
edge from a unique perspective, fices every time they leave. I cannot 
Dr. Gorovitz' students were invited begin to imagine the detterant effect 
for dinner at his Shaker Heights locking our doors would have on a de-
home where 25 of his students 
showed up (he feeds more than just term.ined thief with a master key, do 
their brains!). · you? 
.Professor Robertson teaches We,thestudentsandfacultyofCleve-
property and environmental law at · land-Marshall College oflaw, demand 
Cleveland-Marshall. Dr. Gorovitz that the University Admi_nistration take 
believes that having his daughter as swi1t and direct measures to alleviate 
a colleague is "a wonderful en- our security and privacy concerns. To 
hancement of this great opportu- begin with, the locks to all of the of-
nity." Dr. Gorovitz added, "it is a fices which are affected by the theft of 
great privilege to have such a pro- the master keys should be replaced 
d
fessional relationship with my immediately, and the riew keys should 
aughter. I admire her as a profes- be stored in a safer place. 
sional and a colleague. We have a 
valuable collegial relationship, and The only thing worse than feeling 
it's a wonderful opportunity for us vulnerable in your own office, is be-
to learn from each other." It is a ing powerless to change it. 
great feeling to have an intense dis- ' 
cussion with someone and you later Run_ ni·ngAmu.ck 
remember that the person you were 
talking with is your 'kid.' Dr. 
- Gorovitz also enjoys interesting 
discussions on pedagogy with his 
daughter. 
Unfortunately, Dr. Gorovitz could 
not comment on Cleveland-
Marshall's Health Law program 
because he is not adequately famil-
iar with it; nevertheless, he stated 
that "it was a· very good program 
and it clearly is a very good pro-
gram." 
Professor Gofovitz' wife of thirty-
six years, Judith, is a psychologist 
and has a clinical practice back 
borne in New .York. 
When asked whether he has 
adapted to the 'law school' atmo-
sphere, Dr. Gorovitz responded: 
"It is too soon. to know, perhaps I 
am still adapting." 
Dr. Gorovitz recently addressed 
CL<>e Western Reserve University's 
Medical School in a lecture entitled 
"A Conversation in Ethics," ex-
plaining the ethical challenges in 
medical care. He is also scheduled 
to appear at Oberlin, Baldwin-· 
Walh1ce, and the Riverside Hospi-
tal in Toledo for a series of lectures. 
_ Dr. Gorovitz plans on being very 
-active in the Cleveland community 
while enjoying his stay. 
On Tuesday, October 29, 1996, 
Dr. ·.Gorovitz delivered a lecture 
entitled Is Law The Prescription 
That Can Cure Medicine? The an-
swer, according to Dr. Gorovitz, 
was 'maybe. ' Dr. Gorovitz ex-
plained that the "right doses oflaw 
can help medicine, but more than 
prudent legal intervention is 
needed." Dr. Gorovitz entertained 





And Ertyil procedure,: 
And I in the crux ofa mental sei-
zure, 
Subjected in flux to this legal 
preacher, 
Who fires off experience out over 
my brow, 
And expects me to match his ex-
pe rience somehow, When I have 
only this casebook as weaponry, 
(And guite a weak weapon it 
is I may add) 
That beckons beguiling banter and 
bruising phrases flung benevo-
lently, 
Tp teach me thi.~; trade, 
(But what am I really learn-
ing and what am I to really learn) 
Something sacred sewn secretive 
I fiave stumbled onto separately, 
(To shape and mold this elas-
tic beast, 
To gaff at its body with ease 
when released, . 
To tangle its tentacles about my 
opponent's feet, . 
Like soft clay and caution and 
kindness and yeast) 
Running amuck in legal analysis, 
Running as such so unstuckfroni 
paralysis, 
I trudge in the valley of laws 
(lY of yet, 
Which reigns to be layman's 
valley of death. 
K. Michael Mooney c 1996 
Interim Dean Steven R. Steinglass Copydght c Americay's 
ptit it best whe11 ~e said, 11 [ w ]e feel . Eireannadi 
.very fortunate to have [Dt . . , Book #it, ~~ge 58. 
Gorovitz] at Cleveland-Marshall. 11 
.. , 







. FIRST YEAI REVIEW .·· ·· . · ...... _ .. _ ... 
·o ·nro 
I . 
'· Sign up for the Ohio BARftlRI First-Year .ReYlew Program for only $25.00 
~d receive all _of the following: 
-
Concise outlines for: .-
• Clvll Procedure • Contracts· • Trusts 
• Crlmlnal Law · •Evidence •Torts 
• Crlmlnal Procedure • Property • Wiiis 
. ~ -
• Constltutlonal Law · • Secured Transactions 
BAR/BRI Study Smart Computer Software for 
· Contracts, CrlnJlnal Law, Real Property, Torts and 
Evidence. 
-
One hundred· dollar ($100) discount 
. off Ohio BAR/BRI Bar Review tuition. 
lJ . i - . • . . 
. ~ • Lock In cunent price for bar review tuition, 
. Instead of price when you ·graduate. · _ 
·PLUS .• •• 
-
Trade· Jn any o.ther ~l'St year program materials 
-and receive a full Bµ/~IU Firs~> Year Program, 
- . . 
plus we will credit any deposit paid toward 
your BAR/BR/ Bar Review tuition. 
To enroll, call: 
. (216) 69~ 1326 in Cleveland or 
(800) WE--PASS--U elsewhere in Ohio. 
